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i think i might know what you are asking for, so i
will try to help. i am pretty new to this game and
there is not a lot of info online about it. i know
that there is a way to back up the game. if you are
talking about the save file, and not what is on the
computer, the save file is on your save. there is no
way to go back to it if you quit out of the game.
so, if you are looking for a way to play the game a
second time, you need to go back to the save file
first. to do that, go to your userdata and find the
savefile and you should be able to delete it from
there. if you can delete it, then start the game
and create a new user account for that, and start
a new run. 1.make sure you have your resident
evil.net account link code (*). ready you can view
your code using one of the methods below.*valid
codes are 16 characters long, and can contain the
numbers 0-9, and all letters except b, d, i, m, o, s,
v, and z. first time (re): select the auto data
upload setting from the in-game options menu,
and set data upload to on. the code will be
displayed after selecting display link code. - make
sure you have steam cloud activated on re6 to
keep your normal file safe (the one you use for
casual runs, ng+ runs, etc), then turn steam into
offline mode.- now go to program files/steam/user
data/(youraccountfolder)/221040/remote and then
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delete the savedata inside the folder.- now if you
start the game on steam with the offline mode
enabled you'll start the game from scratch. do the
forced tutorial and go to the main menu to make
sure you have your new save file.- exit the game
and go to the same folder where you deleted the
savedata before, then backup the new savedata
file.- every time you finish a run or have to reset,
go to said steam folder and replace the savedata
with the clean ng file you have as a backup.
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#3 resident evil 6 pc – multiple profiles/saves
issue resident evil 6 does not allow you to have
multiple profiles or saves on the same pc. so, if

you want to play some part again, you will have to
play the complete chapter. otherwise, you can

back up your save file (in
userdata[profile]221040remote) and start over a

new game. just be sure that you un-check the
‘enable steam cloud synchronization for

applications which support it’ option from steam
before starting a new game or copying back the

old save file. #1 resident evil 6 pc black screen on
startup issue if verifying the cache doesnt fix the

issue for you, you try to run the game in
windowed mode (alt+enter). this can make the
black screen go away. furthermore, if you have
any extra peripherals connected like the joypad,
unplug it to see if the problem is fixed. i used a
direct download from the internet. it kept telling

me invalid token. then i went to the game,
changed the level and restarted to finish the level.
and it worked on the 2nd time i played. whatever
it was, it worked. i did have to uncheck ‘enable
steam cloud synchronization for applications
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which support it’ before starting the game. this is
a general problem with steam. it is not just for

resident evil 6. there are 2 ways that i have found.
the easier one would be to reinstall the game but i

think the other, slightly harder way is to look in
your userdata folder. i remember this issue from
playing watch dogs where the game was pretty

hopeless as i had to play the first 30minutes and
then quit because i couldn’t finish the game. it

was in my userdata folder and the only fix was to
reinstall the game. i think it was because there
was a piece of code or some setting that was

supposed to allow me to finish playing but was
just thrown out when i quit. maybe try a system
scan on the local hard drive (i forget how to do

this, i know we used to use a scanner when i was
7 or 8). if you found the problem, maybe you can
find out how to fix it. then you should be able to

play re6 properly. 5ec8ef588b
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